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high impact journals superfund research program - superfund research program many srp scientists have published
their findings in high impact journals those considered to be highly influential in their fields, about us cancer research uk cancer research uk is a registered charity in england and wales 1089464 scotland sc041666 and the isle of man 1103 a
company limited by guarantee, impact of stress on cancer metastasis pubmed central pmc - the influence of
psychosocial factors on the development and progression of cancer has been a longstanding hypothesis since ancient times
in fact epidemiological and clinical studies over the past 30 years have provided strong evidence for links between chronic
stress depression and social isolation and cancer progression, home translational lung cancer research - vol 8
supplement 2 september 2019 focused issue on recent developments in radiotherapy for lung cancer in this focused issue
of translational lung cancer research leading experts from around the world discuss currently evolving paradigms and
controversies in the field of thoracic radiation oncology as we look to its future, global cancer in women burden and
trends cancer - materials and methods estimates of the cancer burden in 2012 including incidence mortality and
survivorship are from the globocan database produced by the international agency for research on cancer iarc lyon france of
the world health organization who ref 4 additional cancer incidence data for trends come from the cancer incidence in five
continents ci5 database of the, trends of male factor infertility an important cause of - male infertility an important factor
male infertility refers to a male s inability to result pregnancy in a fertile female male factor infertility is seen as an alteration
in sperm concentration and or motility and or morphology in at least one sample of two sperm analyzes collected 1 and 4
weeks apart in humans it accounts for 40 50 of infertility 21 22 23 and affects, understanding beliefs and perspectives of
aboriginal - despite a lower overall incidence aboriginal australians experience poorer outcomes from cancer compared
with the non aboriginal population as manifested by higher mortality and lower 5 year survival rates lower participation in
screening later diagnosis of cancer poor continuity of care and poorer compliance with treatment are known factors
contributing to this poor outcome, cervical cancer incidence statistics cancer research uk - cervical cancer incidence is
related to age with the highest incidence rates being in the 25 to 29 age group in the uk in 2014 2016 on average each year
a tenth 10 of new cases were in females aged 75 and over this is a lower proportion of cases in older age groups compared
with most cancers age specific incidence rates rise sharply from around age 15 19 and peak in the 25 29 age, the warburg
effect how does it benefit cancer cells - cancer cells rewire their metabolism to promote growth survival proliferation and
long term maintenance the common feature of this altered metabolism is the increased glucose uptake and fermentation of
glucose to lactate this phenomenon is observed even in the presence of completely functioning mitochondria and together is
known as the warburg effect, home page biology of blood and marrow transplantation - x hematopoietic cell
transplantation hct is the only curative option for a plethora of hematologic malignant and nonmalignant diseases as well as
immunologic disorders 1 despite significant advances in the standard of care 2 cardiovascular cv events have emerged as a
major cause of morbidity and mortality among hct survivors without relapse or secondary malignancy only second to, home
page european journal of surgical oncology - ejso european journal of surgical oncology the journal of cancer surgery is
the official journal of the european society of surgical oncology and baso the association for cancer surgery the ejso aims to
advance surgical oncology research and practice through the publication of original research articles review articles
editorials debates and correspondence, home page journal of vascular surgery - journal of vascular surgery is dedicated
to the science and art of vascular surgery and aims to be the premier international journal of medical endovascular and
surgical care of vascular diseases since the first issue was released in 1984 the goal of the journal has been to improve the
management of patients with vascular diseases by publishing relevant papers that report important, home page the
american journal of surgery - the american journal of surgery is a peer reviewed journal designed for the general surgeon
who performs abdominal cancer vascular head and neck breast colorectal and other forms of surgery ajs is the official
journal of seven major surgical societies and publishes their official papers as well as independently submitted clinical
studies editorials reviews brief reports
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